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Exhilarating piano  instrumental 10 MP3 Songs POP: Piano, CLASSICAL: New Age Details: Jon Schmidt

here. My two middle names are Jacob and Jingleheimer. I'm the guy who they wrote the song about. It's a

pain whenever I go out because people are always yelling at me. The above is not true. For the real

scoop go to this link (jonschmidt.com/media_info.shtml#News). But since you're not going to do it, please

indulge a quick quote sent to me by a very nice person: "It has a different feeling about it than normal

music - even piano music - does. It has an element of peace and relaxation and yet is still full of

excitement and anticipation in parts. I think it is completely saturated with feeling." - Anonymous Sorry,

one more... "Awesome! Simply brilliant, the sort of music that stops you dead and demands that you

listen. Its music that soothes, relaxes and inspires all at the same time - whether you are playing or

listening. What a talent this man is." -	R. Evans (Age 24) Acocks Green , Birmingham UK Oops, I forgot

just one more .. I promise "Jon is a miracle maker on the piano. He incorporates every human emotion

there is into his music. When he plays, he plays with so much emotion, it almost makes you dizzy." -

Micah Wright, SLC, Utah When composing these tunes, I worked real hard to get every song to feel just

right. Then I paid a lot of dough to get high quality recordings. So please enjoy all the samples. Anyway,

as they say in France: Adios, und vielen slam dank! -- Jon P.S. Please come to jonschmidtfor sheet

music, concert and new release info, and a TON of FREE STUFF. (Tomorrow we're serving free hot dogs

and soft drinks!)
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